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April 8th
Learning target:Students will present fully-developed speeches.

Let’s Get Started: Choose 3 categories of things (cars, places, movies, pets) and 
brainstorm five recommendations that you have for each of those three categories. 



Recommendation Speech

Overview: This speech allows you to recommend something you like to your 
audience. It also requires research and documentation skills plus the use of 
presentation software like PowerPoint/Prezi/Google Slides.



Introduction to the Assignment
Your Purpose: You are to create a speech (five minutes is the maximum time limit) 
presenting something like one of the of the following to your classmates: *book 
*film *television series *album/CD *video game *website 

This is your chance to recommend something you love for others to enjoy. You are 
required to use presentational software (e.g. PowerPoint or Prezi or Google 
Slides) to do so. 



What to include
Your speech must use Prezi or Google Slides or PowerPoint and must include the 
following items: 

*An attention-getting device (tie back to it at the end of your speech)

 *A preview and review of your main points 

*A description of the topic. For plot-based topics, include a plot summary that YOU 
wrote (not copied from somewhere else). Do not give away surprises or how it 
ends. For collections of music, talk about connecting themes or music styles that 
bring it all together. 

*Reasons why we should view or read or listen to your topic. 



Recommendation Speech Outline
NAME____________________________________________ 

TOPIC:________________________

TYPE OF MATERIAL (MOVIE, BOOK, ETC.):______________ 

Attention Getting Device:  



Recommendation Speech Outline
Preview of points: Today, I’m going to recommend _______________ to you by 
explaining it to you, letting you experience it for yourself, and telling you more 
reasons why you should watch/view/read/listen/experience it.

 POINT 1: Explanation/Introduction to Topic: 



Recommendation Speech Outline
Point 2: Experience (video clip, sound clip, reading a passage, etc.)

 Point 3: Reasons why (use research to show awards won, sales figures, reasons 
other people besides just you think this is worthwhile)



Recommendation Speech Outline
CONCLUSION: Review three points and tie back to AGD. 



Recommendation Speech Checklist
A. You have written out your AGD somewhere (on paper, on a digital document). 
Idea: use the assignment sheet (back of it has an outline).

B. You have created an outline of your three points. 

C. You have a completed Works Cited page



Works Cited
1. You type the words Works Cited on the top of a clean page and center them. 

2. You list your research (at least three sources) in alphabetical order using MLA 
citation format with your entries on the left margin. DO NOT FORGET TO 
INCLUDE YOUR ITEM FROM POINT 2 OF THE SPEECH. 

3. If you have more than one line to an entry, the second (and third and fourth etc.) 
lines are indented to show they’re still part of the same entry. 

4. All entries MUST be double-spaced with NO blank lines between entries. 
Basically, this means that there is text on every other line on that page



Activity
Brainstorm some ideas for your upcoming speech!



Additional Resources

Tribute Speech Sample

https://www2.palomar.edu/users/dhokett/Tribute_Speech_Sample.pdf

Commemorative Speech Tips

https://www.hawaii.edu/mauispeech/html/commemorative_speech1.html

https://www2.palomar.edu/users/dhokett/Tribute_Speech_Sample.pdf
https://www.hawaii.edu/mauispeech/html/commemorative_speech1.html

